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A INTRODUCTION
h
Th.es. e standards 
dling the large
are necessary to ensure proper method of 
scale distribution of food in the holding
C *
To u"event malnutrition among the refugee population, daily 
w i v  — -^ons must include foodstuffs familiar and acceptable 
to"the Khmer diet in addition to providing hign nuxrixional > 
tent. Bulk ration distribution requires competent 
supervision and surveillance by qualified personne .
p' 
o'
B . GUIDELINES
1. Objectives
Ike objectives of UNHCR in the distribution of the bulk rations
163
a) To provide an adequate daily diet for all refugees through 
distribution of uncooked foods which provide the daily 
allowances of energy, proteins,fats and vitamins.
b ) To urovide foods of sufficiently high protein, caloric and 
vitamin levels to prevent nutritional disorder (e.g. Beri­
beri, Vitamin A deficiency, etc.)
c) To provide a ration of sufficiently high protein and caloric 
content so that unintentional shortages occuring in the 
ration for short periods of time will not seriously affect 
the nutritional status of the r e fugeesSkimming", taxing 
or other intentional withholding of the ration, will be 
detected through the Nutrition Surveillance Programme and will 
be handled through legal channels.
2. Co-ordination of Bulk Ration Distribution:
■Rn ration distribution in each camp is the co-ordinated respon­
s e  Central Purchasing Office, the UNHCR Nutrition Officer
WF J?.
C-enerral Characteristics :
T'cremes used, should, as far as possible, be:
- from local (national) food supplies
- limited in number of items
- acceptable (in relation to food habits and religion)
- easy to transport and store
- nutritionally compact (e.g. high caloric and nutritive 
value per unit weight)
- sdmnle to distribute (if possible, in pre-packed ration 
units, or in dry form)
mJ2' PCil ities for Bulk Ration Distribution
rs_
gn
lira area designated as a receiving point in each section where 
;lcns ere delivered should be covered and well drained during the 
reason. In addition, plastic sheeting should be placed on the 
-o -prevent spoilage of goods delivered in bags or sacks.
5. flat ion Composition Standards
Hations that are adequate for a daily diet for the majority of 
the pcrulation will he provided to the whole caseload. Daily ration 
composition must provide:
Protein 50gm/person/daily 
Energy 2 10 0KCals/person/day 
Pat '12-15% of energy/person/day-
re
nee
amc
add.
me:
so:
mu:
Of:
6.
under advice from the UNHCR Nutrition Officer will he 
risible for ration plans (e.g. specific commodities and amounts 
ded iro meet the required compositions). The ration elements and 
unts are tentative and may he changed if it is shown that the 
iticmal caseload overloads the market for an item or if adjust-
crudd raise the nutritional value of the diet, (e.g. commodities 
£s frown rice or mung beans). Any changes made in ration content 
neet nutrient requirements and he approved by the UNHCR Nutrition
Ration T)i stribution Schedule
"7TB and Ul-THCR will jointly develop a plan for distribution of 
rations based on type of commodity (e.f. vegetables may bedistributed 
twice weekly, rice and dried fish weekly, cooking oil monthly, 
Distribution schedules will be co-ordinated with the camp FPC and t e 
c - u'l o ^  sties Officer. The Logistics Of ficervxll notify section _• 
Idlers o? distribution schedules. (Rations in scheduled amounts will 
then he delivered to the designated area m  each section.;
7* Cczzc- ProDiems in Distribution
Cczzcr. problems in distribution are:
- rations unequally distributed by section leaders
- portions withheld as a means of control by certain groups
- portions withheld for resale via black markets
- women and children deprived of their portions by 
working males
- portions hoarded as insurance against possible shortages
- "portions smuggled out to enter the "land bridge back to
-Kampuchea
- unforeseen temporary shortages due to delivery failure or 
transport problems
— accidental losses
- portions may be spoiled (rotten)
Therefore, if there is 
the population may decrease 
malnutrition.
interruption of bulk ration distribution, 
below minimum levels thus leading to^
8 . Surveillance
The surveillance of the bulk feeding: programme will rely on the 
normal surveillance by SPCs as the nutritional status of vulnerable 
grouns will indicate problems of distribution at the family level.
Snot* checks will be carried out by members of the UNHCR Planning and 
Evaluation Team to ascertain amounts of food distributed to the family. 
Any rroblems noted will be reported to the Camp Administrator.
C . ORGANISATION
1 . Logistics Officer
~p= ->i cam-D will have a Logistics Officer. He will be responsible 
for providing* information and distribution schedules regarding amounts 
to be .dhstributed to the warehouse dispatching crew. He will be 
responsible for storage of the food, for the scheduling of deliveries 
from the warehouse and for ensuring that the distribution is done in 
proper seauence to prevent spoilage. The Logistics Officer is also 
responsible for co-ordination with SFP regarding procedures for_ 
delivery of goods to the camp warehouse.
2. Camp speeding Programme Co-ordinator
The Camp PPC will he responsible for ensuring that hulk ration 
standards are met. The PPC will report any proposed changes in bulk 
ration content to the UNHCR Nutrition Officer for approvals and any 
problems in quality of content of rations.
/ & ?
D. ROUTINES
1 . nation Delivery
¥Z? trucks arrive to each camp warehouse (refer bO UNHCR 
crnr a ~2 manual). The camp Logistics Officer and the warehouse supply 
tel~ cc-crdinate delivery of hulk rations to specified section areas, 
for distribution of rations by section and block leaders according 
to clamed schedules.
2. Distribution Method
Pood is delivered in bulk to each section where it is divided by 
the section and block leaders and then distributed to ohe mdividua 
families by the block leaders. Section and block leaders are to be 
accountable for proper distribution* .>-o.
tec'
The'recording of deliveries to the camp and the recording of the 
consignments to each section is the responsibility of the camp Logistics 
Officer. Records will be on the standard forms shown m  Annex 1.
4• Rat Control
Or a reriodic basis the camp Logistics Officer will ensure that 
_--rLt control measures are taken in co-ordination wioh the _
“ U  T =n-or control team. It is the responsibility of the camp Logistics 
Officer to ensure that rat poisons do not contaminate food supplies.
camp Logistics Officer will conduct random checks of the 
_ion system to ensure tliat minimum pilferage oCvU„s.
E. JOB SPECIFICATIONS
or Position: Camp Feeding Programme Co-ordinator (involve-
---------- —  with bulk ration distribution;
Supervisor: UNHCR Nutrition Officer
Subordinates: Camp Logistics Officer
Duties:
- To ensure that rations distributed meet the required standards
- To ensure that families receive proper amounts of rations
. '>-.*> •
v pg’oonsi'biiiti es:
_ 'To periodically check quality, amounts and contents of bulk 
rations delivered and distributed
- To assist in surveillance programmes of the nutritional status 
of. the families in the camp.
r • ^  a j Qf-rihutions as indicated hy
- E o U E l i  in^nutritional"status of the refugees to the Nutrition 
Officer.
Co-ordinates Work With:
ICRC Nutrition Advisor, W P ,  Logistics Officer
T.-^ intaj ns Communications With: ._ .___
Camp Administrator, UNHCR Nutrition Officer," SFP Co-ordinating 
Committee
Maintains Communications hY:
- Attending SF'P Co-ordinating Committee meetings
Periodic reports to Nutrition Officer
n - — 4- A- T.n’ fVi WP P
(by
2. Title or Position: Logistics Officer
A. Supervisor: Camp Administrator
3. Subordinates: Warehouse clerks, truck drivers involved in
ration deliveries, section and block leaders 
receiving rations
C . Duties:
- To ensure that goods delivered are the required amounts
- To ensure that goods received are recorded adequately
- To ensure that the goods are adequately stored to present, 
spoilage and kept free from rats
- To ensure that goods from the warehouse are withdrawn in 
adequate sequence to prevent expiration and spoilage
D . Responsibilities:
- To record amounts of goods received, withdrawn and delivered
- To notify Camp Administrator of amounts needed and problems 
regarding supplies
- To routinely check storage facilities for proper hygiene levels
<0
E. Co-ordinates Work With:
WFP, ICRC nutritional Advisor, UNHCR Nutrition Officer, FPC, 
Central processing office
P. Maintains Communications With:
Nutrition Advisory Committee, UNHCR Nutrition Officer
G. Maintains Communications B:/~*
Personal contact with: WFP staff involved with bulk ration
distribution, warehouse clerks
--
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A. INTRODUCTION
These standards are intended to assist those involved in the 
planning, implementation and supervision of Supplementary Reeding 
Programmes (SPP) i n the Kampuchean camps.
A SPP should be seen as a community service and a part of 
a preventive medical programme. To be effective, it requires competent 
management and good cooperation between organisers, agencies, medical 
personnel and leaders of the Khmer population.
In order to facilitate the transition back to their normal 
way of life, a SPP must utilize foods which are familiar to the Khmer 
population in addition to improving nutritional status.
A Feeding Programme Co-ordinator will be designated by U^HCR 
in each camp to liaise between the different groups and to ensure that 
the guidelines are followed and there is consistency in standards and 
procedure in all Supplementary Feeding Centers. UNHCR will allow a 
short grace period to provide those groups now operating at a level 
not sufficient to meet the standards time to reorganise their 
operations under the new rules. A grace period will also be extended 
to agencies using foods not approved under these standards to expend 
supplies received or ordered prior to 1 5  February 1980.
Regular meetings shall be held to exchange information and to 
ensure gccd co-operation between all those involved.
B . STANDARDS
The objectives of a SFP are:
a) To prevent deterioration of vulnerable groups by providing 
the extra nutrients needed for growth and lactating mothers 
milk production.
b) To rehabilitate malnourished individuals.
c) To aid recovery from disease.
d) To educate the Khmer population as to better nutrition 
practices.
- ,v •
The beneficiaries of SRPs in tne camps should be*
a) Small children vmder 5 yrs and a given weight or under 105 cm
b) Pregnant and lactating women.
c) Malnourished individuals (any age).
d) Selected medical cases.
IT ore: School Feeding Programmes
It is recognised that school age children (5-15 ln
th.ese populations may he nutritionally deficient. Therefore, 
where resources and local circumstances permit, a feeding 
programme shall he created to become an integral part of^ 
ar.T school programme set up for refugee populations. This 
will he based on the nutritional and management principles 
included in this paper. Coordination of school feeding 
with supplementary feeding programmes within each camp will 
he arranged by the UiTHCR feeding programme coordinator.
The recommended method, of feeding in SFPs involves;
"On the spot" consumption of cooked food in the SFP center under
the mrervision of tra.ined personnel. Alternative strategies
for on the snot consumption may be explored on the advice of the
UITHCP. feeding programme coordinator.
M salt? imposition:
_'he meals must he rice based and adapted to the food habits 
of the Khmer population. Only foods, recipes and locally
„ \
d) A translator should be assigned to each center to allow 
communication with expatriate personnel-
e) One "model" Center in each camp should be used for staff 
-draining.
fN A designated representative of each agency involved in the SFP 
must be present during all activities related to supplementary 
feeding.
Ihe facilities required for SFP are:
a) An enclosed area designated as the feeding site. Where large 
numbers of beneficiaries are to be fed, facilities should 
include separate entrance and exit.
b) A sheltered area where people can sit to eat.
c) A kitchen with stoves, fuel and necessary utensils.
d) A reliable water supply with drainage system.
e) A garbage disposal system approved by UNHCR.
f) A secure food store with hard surface floor. 
st) reliable food supply system*
' h) A designated area for an advisory room. 
fnm location and size of the SffP site
Umis-mmst be chosen according to the lay-out of^the camp with 
the umecise "catchment area" clearly defined. ideally it should
be:
a) Close to an outpatient department (OPD) to facilitate co- 
operation between the 2 services*
b) Cater for not more than 3?^^^ beneficiaries.
Rerisrration of beneficiaries
New admissions should be advised to attend at a certain time ior 
registration and individual advice.
i_ -eri^tration book should be kept in each center. This book is 
usslto record the following information for each beneficiary:
a) A registration number
b) feme, age, sex
c) Date of admission to the programme.
o'»
rl
13 -
14.
Category (e.g. under 5 yrs, pregenant, etc.), 
ieferred or not? (e.g. from OPD, IFW, etc.)
iroup leader or household number (if available to facilioate 
2cne visits)-
C 3zrd Svstem
(Eoscimen cards as shown in Annex III)
1 numbered registration card must be given to each beneficiary.
2-;
y)
C )
:he card is to be presented as the beneficiary arrives fox 
deeding.
:he card number corresponds to that in the register and ^  
facilitates the recording of daily attendance.
d) Cards should be protected in plastic covers wherever possible.
Pr e v e n t i v e  M e d i c a l  P r o a m i n e  *
*T'V)e preventive medical programme will develop gradually wi oh 
emphasis on particular aspects according to the needs m  each 
camr. These guidelines indicate the scope of such a programme.
n.ye ryr, i<3 intended to be the focal point of the preventive medical 
^an in close collaboration with the OPD and public 
w - r h  personnel. Any agency involved in a SFP should provide 
the necessary medical personnel or collaborate closely wion 
agency in th.6 provision oi this ssrvicG.
— x_,=_ sta^f should play a major role in every aspect of this
Ae', and training schemes for Khmer extension workers should
e initiated as soon as possible.
a) Home visiting: every household in the SFP catcnmenx area
should be visited to refer beneficiaries to the feeding 
center (or OPD if necessary). Follow-up visios should e 
n h e  It regular intervals particularly where domestic proolems 
y—-rp be°'n ^ound. Where a beneficiary has been absent from 
feeding for 2 consecutive days (KB use of daily attendance 
register) a follow-up home visit should be made.
y') so clinic": "Hoad to health cards" will be used to
; the pro~gress of each child. Explanations mus. be
riven to all mothers on the purpose and value of ohe cards.
i. Nutritional surveillance will be carried out through
the regular weighing of all sm a 11 th cardrecording of this information on the Road to healtn card.
( ? ?
Immunization mograiim.es* (details of which will he 
retried on the Road to health _ card) under the 
direction of the medical coordinator.
ce:
c)
t— u-ization programmes have already begun in most existing_ 
~ " s. ICRC Sill soon be issuing a set of recommendations m  
— management of such programmes, which should be carrie 
c—  in complete cooperation with the local medical coordinator.
i-tti sory room: this facility should be arranged for those
wl.th particular problems, e.g. malnourished children or _
women with failure of lactation. This allows time for special 
attention and advice and extra meals if necessary.
i assessment of progo'ess_o^Jhe^nourished: this entails the
reiilar weighing T f  those classified as malnourished on M "
. ° _ 4. 4--u^ canine s information muso he recorded
in the SFP register at 2 week intervals, and will be reviewed 
regularly hy the nutrition coordinator.
■ repul a'r informal education sessions for small 
-ouns of"women should be organised. Discussions and practical 
demonstrations can cover a variety of topics including child 
cars, nutrition, hygiene, etc.
e) Education
* ) v — ~ distribution of m edicines such as vitamins*^, iron P^e“ 
narrations and de-worming agents should be distributed unaer 
rhe direction of the medical coordinator.
T-o^r.al/nutrition authorities agree that any vitamin or mmera 
U i l ^ Z n c y  should be treated selectively. Multiviramin 
- r ^ a ^ h o n s  do not contain enough of any vitamins to oe useful 
“treatment of a vitamin deficiency syndrome. For this reaso , 
I-_e mass distribution of multivitamin is not recommended. Any 
l e s i o n  concerning the large scale distribution of specific 
vitamins (esp. Tit. A) will be made under the guidance of th_ 
medical or feeding programme coordinator m  ..each camp.
15 . -term need for SFP
Thi
laz
we i
ritional surveil-„ ,-’ii Up determined through a system of nute .
cel A surveillance programme of a regular
aid include sample surveys of housing inspec 1 (The
nria to be determined by the T31IHCR nutrition J *
-ing and measuring of children in under 5s clinic, will be 
_.Ep part of the surveillance programme;.
an
As
ot:
renditions allow the SFP facilities may 
=r purposes as coordinated by URHCR.
"be made available for
I ' l
C . ORGAITIS ATI01T
The organisation for the management 
programme is as follows:
>f the supplemental feeding
1 . 'TJITH'jP. Nutrition Officer
The nutrition officer shall he a nutritionist, dietitian or 
med-Lcal person trained or experienced in the operation of relief 
f “^dir - programmes. This person will he a member of the UNHCR 
Eamnuchean operations staff, not a representative of one of the 
voluntary organisations.
The nutrition officer shall he the final authority for all questions 
resanding suitability of foods, diets, recipes, organisational 
feedins urogrammes, facilities and personnel in uhe SIPs.
The nutrition officer shall he responsible for overall assessment 
of the nutritional status and needs of the camps. He snail set-up 
and isnlement the regular surveillance systems and shall conduct 
ueriodic briefings on his findings to the volags conducting uhe
individual feeding programmes*
.on Advisory Committee (NAC)
ition officer-~hpi 1 established to advise the UNHCE nu
ters relating to the conduct of the feeding programmes, 
nmittee shall he made up of representatives of the agencies 
ed in feeding within the camps. The convenor shall he a 
sntative of UITICEF.
ur reeding Pr; 'amine Co-ordinators (PPC)
In - = ch camp, a feeding coordinator will he designated by the 
uimCP nutrition officer. In the smaller camps, the coordinator
ay v.“ a representative of one of the voluntary or TO organisations 
wor-i-r in the cams. However, in the larger camps the PPC will he 
a ulTHCH staff member and will he a part of the camp administration. 
The PPC in each camp will he responsible for seeing that all 
o-rauisations in the camp SPPs meet the UNHCR standards. To do 
this, he will carry out periodic inspections of the SFCs, their 
r e c m  us , and their surveillance statistics.
Vh gi 
lor-
7 PC will advise the nutrition officer of any problems in 
hrfies, personnel or non-compliance by agencies with the 
murds.
H- 
H,
4-
In rhs larger camps where over 3 organisations are involved in 
 ^ prr ^ coordinating committee will he established to advise 
the FPC* on problems relating to the SIP, especially logistics, 
facilities, personnel and qualities of foods*
n ~ — , cvp Co-Ordinating: Commit lee
6.
Agencies
The HTHCH shall designate a 
serve as the "model1 agency 
that camp * All agencies in 
feeding shall duplicate the 
of the lead agency.
lead agency in each of the camps to 
for the delivery of services in 
the camp offering supplementary 
services, schedules and routines
Committee - Supplementary Feeding Subcommitteenutrition Advisory
A representative from each agency conducting supplementary 
eeding services in the camps will he delegated by the agency 
nvoived to serve on the NAC Supplementary Feeding Subcommittee, 
he subcommittee members will report to the HAC regarding 
comnliance with the standards.
D. ROUTINES
s Schedules
ilv schedule for SFPs in each camp shall be developed 
^amn F"PC with the advice of the camp SFP coordinating 
tee. All operations within the same camp should be carried 
aoproximately the same schedule.
llance
shall conduct the surveillance activities listed in the 
mds on a monthly basis. A monthly report shall be compiled 
-warded to the FPC who will verify the reports, if necessary. 
G -111 DrsDare a summary for the entire camp on the
Form and present it to the nutrition Oificer. 
hallle recorded in the Policy and Standards Implementation
l?o
E. JOB SPECIFICATIONS
Is cr Position: UNHCR Nutrition Officer
Supervisor: Chief ROKU
Subordinates: Feeding programme co-ordinators m  each refugee
camp
Duties:
- To ensure that the UNHCR standards in the Supplemental 
Feeding Programmes are met,
- To ensure that the supplies necessary to maintain the 
standards are procured on a timely hasis by preparing^,, 
estimates of food needs for the procurement officer.
- To provide the training necessary to ensure that all agencies 
operating nutrition programmes are able to meet rhe standards.
Resnonsibilities:
- To monitor the nutrition status in each of the C^ S 
prepare a monthly summary of the nutritional stat 
UNHCR Periodic Report Form.
- To periodically report on the quality of the foods being deli­
vered in the Supplementary Feeding Programmes.
Co-ordinate Work With:
UFP, ICRC nutrition advisor, UNICEF, the epidemiological unit
of ICRC and the volags in each camp.
Maintains Communications With: The Nutrition Advisory Committee
Communications By: Attendance at all meetings of NAC
2. Title or Position: Feeding Programme Co-ordinator (PPC)
1.«, Supervisor: UNHCR Nuxrition Ofiicer
3. Subordinates: Participating agencies in the PlfflCR feeding
programme
C . Duties:
- To ensure that all agencies in the camp meet^the UNHCR feeding 
and nutrition standards for Supplemental Feeding.
- To advise on problems relating to feeding and nutrition in 
the camp.
- To advise on any supply problems that occur.
. '/V *:• •
D . Responsibilities:
To monitor the nutrition status in the camp.
- To check the surveillance and record keeping of the 
participating agencies.
_ To check the hygiene at each SFP in all phases of feeding.
- To ensure that adequate training is given to all Khmer staff.
- To ensure that feeding operations are carried out in a regular, 
daily routine.
V. Co-ordinates Work With: Volags, WFP, camp SFP co-ordinating
committee
tp. Maintains Communications With:
UNHCR Nutrition Officer, Nutrition Advisory Committee, FPCs ; 
in other camps, each SFP
G. Maintains Communications By:
Periodic reports, 1 monthly visit to Bangkok or Aranyaprathet 
far FPC meeting
19 (
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II Issues in the Provision of Milk
III ESpecimen Cards
I Recipes
"_r\'
RECIPIES / 9 %
= = =uc e:,an/100 portions:
5
T
Cals, Protein Fat Carbohvdr ateC om.D csi w-i c n
S- K1C£ is, too
3 5 0 cm. s 5 0 gm 4,050 gms
~ r- •- 0 ^ 9,000 . -
1 , 0 0 0  gm
S. -inner Curry 9 , 000 1 07 4 g m s
240 gms 576 gms
■s. Gr.==r, Vegetables 650 6 5 g m s
155 gms
36,950 1,509 gras 1,290 gm 4,761 gms
portion 369.5 15 .OSgm
12.9 gms 47.81 gms
Maa 1 9
P er 9 / i 00 Dort2.cns ;
) u c:
5 Scc s . Kice 
5OC ::ts Gil 4 - 50C
d U gm 
5 QC grrt
o c _ne s 13.152 1,041.5 960 am
Sees 5 DU- -So g
Soli to
36 r 6 02
cr,
1 r5i'j cm 
15*1 cm
Per portion
Meal 3
5 0 1 ■ T O C ;ecan/ 1 0 0 port:
9 Sees, m ; 
1 litre C: 
4 . 8 Kc s *
5 kgs. green 
Salt to taste
IS,, 1 0 *j 35 0 cm
 ^1f 0 \j 0 -
sardines
to 7 ,15 2 1,065.6 g
etable s 650 65 cm.
_L . W O' s
cm
4,050 gms.
14-4 cm 
155 cm
4,219.4 am 
42.19 gm
4,050 gm
72 gm 
155 cm
3 5 1102 1,500.6 g 1,309 cm 4,277 gm
( 9'-f
ANNEX II
ISSUES THE PROVISION OF MILK AS A NUTRIENT FOR INFANTS AIT I CHILDREN
Although 
recem re 
world# U 
leads to 
milk-ease 
with rood 
numerous
r_ilk has long been considered an ideal food in human nutrition 
search has seriously challenged the use of milk in the^third 
sage of milk or milk-based formulas in developing countries 
a fecial set of problems. Although powdered cows milk or 
d formulas are acknowledged to be an easily transportable food 
protein and calorie density it has, in the current situation, 
disadvantages. A summary of the issues are as follows:
1 . unar-rrooriate food
It is not part of the traditional local diet. The_Khmers have 
not used cows milk as a dietary component, nor is it thought^they 
are likely to do so if they return to Kampuchea. Introduction of 
food thus encourages dependency on outside lood sources
2. Distribution of milk powder
The distribution of DSM has been cited as one of the major con­
tributors to the contemporary high incidence of infant mortality. 
The use of DSM depends on a safe supply of water for mixing the 
■powder, for washing the containers, and for serving the milk. It 
also demands a high standard of hygiene on the part ox the feeder. 
Tf --- -me of these is not clean, disease will result. For this 
reason several developing countries have banned the sale of DSM.
-- -t—ibution of tinned milk (infant formula, condensed or
0 van ■_o e d ) .
All these milks create the same problems as DSM, especially if -they 
are rc be diluted.
practic0
a can of milk is given to the mother with clear instructions 
is for her own use, there is absolutely no guarantee that 
will not be provided to a small child. This is a dangerous 
and must not be allowed.
4 . 1,ictcse content
Lactose is a sugar present in large amounts in cows milk.^ A high 
proportion of Southeast Asians have been identified as being unable 
to direst this sugar (lactose deficiency). The major significance 
of thus condition, present in an yet unknown proportion of ohe 
~r~ =— - . is that persons who react adversely to milk may not continue 
to return for subsequent supplementary feedings.
A nrier of studies over the past 70 years have clearly documented 
the advantages of breast feeding. Safe preparation and use of milk 
or milk-based formula requires a clean water supply and refrigera­
tion. two items in short supply. Lacking either or^both, formula 
or milk-fed infants are at very high risk of infection with 
subsecuent high risk of dealth from diarrhoea or sepsis.
In nmmary, in a developing country, the use of a baby bottle is 
coin" a singular disservice to the recipient infant and its
Mainutrition
Families which have become dependent on milk or milk-based formulas 
may, when economically or logistically disabled, over dilute the 
formula to make a larger but lower calorie dense supply. In this 
situation, malnutrition may quickly result*
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JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1. UNHCR Nutrition Officer
2. Camp Feeding Programme Coordinator
A. INTRODUCTION
r, SjJSintation ^ s u ^ i s l o n ^  School^Feeding W ^ .
in the Z^mpuchean camps,
1 School Feeding Programme is seen as an integral °f the
g S r e r ^ S ^ s n ^ ^ ^ f ^  -oojperation 
teiKes'"---'"-!ions, agencies, education personnel and leaders
the Khmen population.
TO enhance l l l o T p T e S C p r o g ^ e '  ’‘
^ f c e ^ f m o ^ e S ^ o f  the nutritional status of the children.
c+ 
V! 
'<H
B. GUIDELINES
1 . Defectives
£j T'o -prevent severe nutritional deficiency in school age
children (5-15 yrs) hy providing the extra nutrients needed 
fox* growth and concentration.
h) ro educate school age children as to proper nutritional and 
health practices.
c) TO aid recovery from nutritional deficiencies by providing 
the nutritional assessment and necessary treatment under 
supervision of qualified SFG personnel® •. • ■
2. Co-ordination of the School Feeding Programmes
School feeding in the Kampuchean Refugee Camps is the responsi l x y 
of the Feeding Programme Co-ordinator designated by UlffiCR in each camp.
He will" liaise between the School Programme and Supplementary Feeding
Pr o gr anna 0S o
3« The Feed for School Feeding
Priority is now given to vulnerable groups (children less than 
-h old. pregnant and lactating mothers) by the Supplementary _ 
Centres. Nonetheless, it is necessary to recognise the nutn 
c-eods of school age children (5-15 yns). School leeaing is 
n“ ad'to ensure proper participation in the learning process and 
it nutritional deterioration of the children to a sta>.e which 
n0c0ssmrarss in—p at ieat treatment*
0p. pi r? ■
to prev
4. 'The FT-mhers Requiring School Feeding
Initially,' it is helpful to carry ait a simple survey in the school 
for several days to assess and determine the numbers of children 
attending school®
area
great
cr ease of management, it is preferable 
nn more than 300 recipients at one^time 
then additional feeding times (shifts)
to limit the feeding 
If requirements are 
should "be set up.
:or School Feeding
setting for school feeding should be in a separate room or 
H e a r  or adjacent to the school building. Facilities should 
include an area large enough for on the spot feeding of no more antrail c
?Q y «
10,
gy-sriere
- Soap and water will be provided near the entrance of
the feeding area for handwashing
- Containers for waste will he provided near the exit of 
the feeding centre
~ Containers with antiseptic (chlorine) or detergent
solutions will be available for washing of utensils and 
equipment after feeding
- m e  children will he responsible for picking up trash 
and denositing it in the appropriate receptacles and 
delivering utensils_to the cleaning area before leaving 
the feeding room, etc.
Staffing and supervision of School Feeding.Personnel
a') The agency providing SFC school feeding services will be 
} r S n o S i b L  for providing a plan for the staffing necessary for
the* preparation, delivery and distribution of
This must be approved by the camp F K h  f os n+c, Df
be carried out by trained Khmer stafi to include pare -
school children.;
ppc in each came may designate a School Feeding Programme 
ificer responsible" for all school feeding areas in each camp.
translator should be assigned to each school .f(eed^ ®  ®a aS
ecessary to allow communication with expatriate person: e .
b J T
TE.T 1 or
„ U.-5SS-S ssx ." ,;= r:;:s ,;s :r s r s r f r r
12. 5.1 Care
(including vitamin: ;tc.) will be given at the school
1 eeomg 
reform
Trained SFC and school staff will be responsible for 
aildren to the OPT's for necessary trea.menu.
G. ORGANISATION
i _ ~ H G R  Nutrition Officer_ (involvement in School Feeding Programme)
Tiie UNHCR Nutrition Officer will advise the SFC conducting^
School. Feeding Programmes regarding meal composition and delivery. T e 
Nutrition Officer will he responsible for ensuring that SFC and School 
Pro'rrame staff involved in school feeding are adequately trained.
'■=-=.±±ne: Programme Co-ordinator (FPC)
The FPC will be resnonsible that all School Feeding Programmes 
follow"rhe guidelines. The FPC will be responsible for seeing that 
orders for SFC supplies and equipment for school feedinS are met- 
and will report any problems to the Nutrition Oixicer. e
plan school feeding schedules through co-oramauion wi oh ohe JhC.,and 
School Programme Co-ordinator. He will liaise between school and
SFC staff.
3 - Camn School Feeding Programme Officer
In
as co-or.i 
for prop1 
will reia
fo: _OW S'
agercj 
The S~slz' 
SFC sch 
Individ.
the larger camps, the FPC may designate an assistant to act 
Lin= tor for School Feeding Programmes. He will be responsible 
,r functioning of School Feeding Programmes. The assistant 
3=t any agencies involved with school feeding that do not 
zidelines and standards to the FPC.
ration Advisory Committee - Supplementary Feeding Sub-committee
nacresentative from each agency conducting school feeding via 
= 1  ary feeding services in the camp will be delegated by the 
: _ 0 lved to serve on the NAC Supplementary Feeding Sub-committee, 
-^Fiittee members will report to the NAC regarding status of 
col feeding services and to exchange information between the 
ual supplementary feeding centres.
5• head Agencies
T'^ e UNHCR shall designate a lead agency from among the SFCs in 
each camr to serve as the "model" agency for the delivery of school 
feedirr services. All agencies in the camp offering school feed g 
c-nai • -—plicate the services and routines of the lead agency.
c+ 
H
D. ROUTINES
1 s .rood Delivery
liveries of school meal food will he the responsibility^of the 
iding school feeding services. Deliveries must he within^l5 
of scheduled feeding times. Food must he protected from xlies, 
and dust. The FPC in each camp will he responsible for en- 
;hat proper deliveries are made on time.
2. Food Distribution
SFC workers will he responsible for actual distribution of the 
food at the school feeding areas in addition to conducting clean-up
services.
Feeding Schedules
Feeding schedules will he set according 
school and school shifts. Feeding uimes, 
before classes, and feeding after classes 
class time does not exceed 4 hours. Schedules 
total feeding time.
to the number of children 
however, should not be 
is acceptable only if 
will allow 30 minutes
area or room should include:300 children at one time. A school feeding
a) A separate entrance with facilities for handwashing 
before receiving food located close to the entrance
b) An area designated for the distribution of eating 
utensils (bowls, cups etc.) and food
c) An exit with facilities for collection of used utensils and 
rubbish.
Hhe older children should all play an active role in uhe day to 
day operation of the feeding area. Tbq^ should be involved in the care 
and monitoring of handwashing areas, distribution of uuensilSj and 
q'i Qjs-n— : under the direction of the teacner assigned to supervise each 
feeding^shift. The school feeding area or room may then be utilised 
for other activities.
6 . Food Preparation
The
respon sli- 
the deliv 
of school 
any needs
SFC servicing the same zone in which a school is located is 
le for the preparation of the food in the SFC in addition to 
ury of the food to the school. (Khmer workers and/or mothers 
^children will serve in these roles.) The SFC will obtain 
h equipment for the preparation and delivery of School Programme
food
7 „ Fumient Content of School Feeding Meals
be respans 
Iti e ai p-i~- ns 
Officer, 
tea, fruit 
of food pr 
personnel
Supplementary Feeding Centres involved in school feeding will 
j_ole for providing food with the required nutrient contents.
will "be developed with the advice of the UNHCR Nutrition 
A_ liquid will "be provided to slate thirst(e.g. safe water,^ 
""juices). Liquid milk will not he distributed. The quantity 
•epared will be determined through co-ordination of SRC 
and the FPC following assessment of the number of children.
8 . Reeding Supervision
which
fOj
To ensure proper food consumption by the children, close super­
vision of feeding during the entire feeding time is necessary. Because 
the teachers will be familiar with the children, one or two teachers as 
needed rer feeding shift will be responsible for supervising that shift 
icludes children from his/her classroom. Rotation schedules 
sun arrision will be developed by the teachers. (e.g. one teacher 
from the first meal shift may supervise 2 days a week, etc.). n y 
^hose raaehers who classes are released for the meal will be responsi 
for than meal time. SRC personnel will train teachers in surveillance 
of chairmen for signs of possible vitamin deficiencies, lack of appetite, 
etc. H e  teacher supervising will then report any findings o - e 
for possible referrals to OPD. Qualified SFC personnel will also conduct 
periodic spot checks of the children for signs of complications or 
deficiencies.
E. JOB DESCRIPTIONS
Title or Position: UNHCR Nutrition O^iicer
A. Supervisor: Chief ROKU
R, Subordinates: Heeding Programme Co-ordinators in each camp
C „ Duties:
- To ensure that the UNHCR Guidelines for School Heeding
Pr o gr amm e s ar e met
- To ensure that the supplies and equipment necessary to meet 
the guidelines by the SHCs are procured
- To provide the training necessary to ensure that all agencies 
and school programme staff involved in school feeding
"are able to meet the guidelines
D. Responsibilities:
- To monitor the surveillance programme of the School Heeding 
Programme to ensure that the nutritional status of the 
children is adequate
- To provide information regarding supplies and equipment for= 
school feeding to the Procurement Officer
E . Co-ordinates Work With:
NZP. UNICEH, ICRC Nutrition Adviser
H. Maintains Communications With.
School Programme Co-ordinator, Nutrition Advisory Committee, 
the Procurement Officer, HPCs
G. Maintains Communications By:
Personal contact with the School Programme Co-ordinator 
Arc enhance at all NAC meetings
2 e ‘Title or Position: Camp Feeding Programme Co-ordinator
i.4. Supervisor: UNHCR Nuxrition Officer
3. Subordinates: Agencies providing School Feeding Programme
services, School Feeding Programme Officer
C . Duties:
- To liaise between SFC ' s providing school feeding and the
School Programme Co-ordinator
- To ensure that school feeding services provided follow 
the guidelines
D . Responsibilities :
-'To advise the SFCs on school meal composition and feeding 
schedule
- To periodically check all SFC’s during all phases of 
school meals preparation, delivery and distribution
- To periodically check the hygiene in all schools feeding
areas
- To ensure that adequate training is given to all Khmer 
staff involved in School Feeding Programmes
- To ensure that all supervision and surveillance procedures 
are carried out properly
E . Coordinates Work With:
Volags, School Programme Co-ordinators, SFP Co-ordinating 
Committee
F . Maintains Communications With:
~7HCR Nutrition Officer, Nutrition Advisory Committee, each 
EEC, School Programme Co-ordinators
maintains Communications By:
Personal contact with School Programme Co-ordinators, auoendance 
vo FPC meetings, periodic reports to the UNHCR Nutrition Officer
G.
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A. INTRODUCTION
l
/U» no the size and scope of the Kampuchean operation, the TJITHCR 
;ccrdi~ate the efforts; of the numerous non-governmental organisa- 
rrcviding services inthe camps. Setting basic minimum standards 
:h service sunplied, providing guidelines on delivery ox these 
:ss. and a basis for standardized reporting and monitoring, is 
:ar" to ensure uniformity of services delivered.
'he objectives of the TJIIHCR manual of Guidelines for Intensive 
ig ?r err amines (iFP) an Kampuchean camps are.
-to ensure that all services involved meet a basic minimal 
level of quality
-to ensure that all services are provided in a uniform manner
-to nrovide the basic information necessary to successiully 
inclement the UNHCR standards
-to standardize routines and to facilitate reporting and monitoring 
„eq nrovide a guide for those who have had no prior expedience in
2UI7H C F '-Guidelines for Intensive Feeding Programmes in Kampuchean -canDS
m~lBS£: Guidelines are intended to assist those involved in the
implementation, and supervision of Intensive Feeding Prograirrr.es
y .in ■ the Kampuchean camps.
vuch of the following information has been provided from the 
= ^ = ± 2 0  book: -The M ^ aemenr of Nutritional Emergencies in Large
Populations by Cde Villed de Goyet, I. Seaman, and 
V. Geijep W H O  p u b l i c a t i o n  (pages ^ O - ^ d )
IF- will be seen as a part of the medical complex. To be effective, 
it competent management, and good co-operation between o r g a m z a -
tio;;; agencies* medical personnel and leaders of the Khmer population. .
To reduce deaths among infants and young cnildren viuh seve_- p_ot^in 
malnutrition (PEM), an IF? must provide therapeutic f e e a m g s  of—  U1G.J_.-I---  } _ . , _ _ J, -j_--fr.fr rO! mnn -i +-or--? nc?
suitable preparations, education o i
tatus c£ patients with emphasis on prevention.
mothers and staff, and monitc-u—.^
These auidelines are specifically concerned with the care of cnildren 
^ t h  s^"er="protein energy malnutrition and prevention or PEM. The ^
s cues "outlined here are not suitable or. necessary for the m a n a g e * * *  
ished adults. Kalnourished adults are better cared^ror in a 
gyon Ward' where diets are based on local foods and normal mea
tec: 
o f  ■ main:
bu- whe-e extra food supplements are given between meals. _A ^ 
r=u-abiih-ration ward is a useful and often essential part of tne hospital 
™ n l = x  -where large numbers of malnourished or debilitated acu-ts wou-d 
othsry.'iuS be occupying needed hospital b e d s ,
v-u cbiectives of an a r e :
b)
c)
-o -educ- deaths among infants and children with severe 
zrctein energy malnutrition by providing therapeutic feedings 
of high nutritional value
po rehabilitate severely malnourished infants of children 
ro aid recovery' from disease
pp educate the Khmer mothers and staff as to nutrituOucG 
mr-ctices necessarv for the prevention Ou ueLiUt_-v °“ 7"^-' 
reitabilitation of severely malnourished infants and children
-_r—eination of Intensive Feeding Programmes
tsive Feeding in the Khmer Refugee Cam.ps is the responsibility of 
- ■J - ---*---- --- -onsiderea as p-art.cal C o - c r e m a t o r s  
:cspita! complex.
centres g _e
.../3
I- 3 -
.3 , The need for Intensive Feeding
a cooa Tj 
i, e # th e
r u l  consideration should be given to the establishment of 
-T„>=, s JV e needi.nc facilities since they are expensive in -eras 
T-l'Tnd personnel. It should be realised that all but the very 
:=S of malnutrition (PEM) can be adequately rehabr-l-ated —  a. 
^Supp l e m e n t a r y  Feeding Programme (SFP). Priority should always 
'to the orovision of a good SFP to prevent others Deteriorating 
iare which necessitates intensive feeding.
„  such life-saving measures are necessary it should be appreciated 
~I ctatic cem p population with good general food distribution an 
T  h ^ t h s i v V  feeding should only be necessary for about 3 months 
‘p ^ o f i  taken to gather together and treat all those cnrldren 
at the camp with severe rEM.
Tho Mumbers Requiring Inter.ciVe Feeding
r o c e d u r ^ a ^ t h ^ r e f u a e e s ^ ' a r r i v e ' a t 1 the6 camp)8to^determin'e'the'likely numbers 
f severely malnourished in the population.
v c -  ease of management it is preferable to limit the Intensive Feeding 
U P )  to no more than 100 beds.. If the requirement is greater than 
nls umin a separate facility should be set up.
uies for Intensive Feeding
~~-r should b° a separate building, near but m a e p e n d e n t  — ca ________  pttm -in t ne S £ ’
-Vnie.a d s  a beucicu-c: u u n o — , , - , . . ^
-u___; Warxi it is difficult to manage severe PEM m  tne seeing
l a e h ^ r i c  Warf since feeding schedules must be rigid and feeding piece- 
ireS very time c o n s u m i n g .
the IFC should consist of 2 or l separate b u i 1dings
local : 
severe 
acccxxr 
nurses
also h
~i Tin i_E
C'ualaf
11 One of the buildings would be us for n- litted
^ t es and have medical facilities. Pne c m ran (and mothers) areualifisd personnel, 
As the children—t.—. — g;
are r 
of th 
worha
nadaaed in one single building. Close supervision
: -instance is required on a full time oasis. . .
____i i rmcaress irem m e  ecu te wa.xv_i ^ ,
: i . r f c c c t h a h o n s  for the children, and accompanying relatives. Feed
- II__-• by tine mothers under the super/ision Or^auxiliaries.
* e— noxi n h  c b a c’c: (detection and preven— iirr supervision is required on a P«rioo-c &=--- children
__,__( \ Meal schedules will be adgus-ec u.----u-.e c
-- — w ’ , . fyvn L-S frpon S ^ OUlG. cl f OCc* 1 pOXIlt+-n return to their own noir.es. Tne Kit----  is~ J ------
ahre'"and'"should be used for e d u c a t i o n a l i s t s  
__ £ide bv sice in -he provision ox rehaoilitative _ooc_
.../4
- 4 -
?(
h o m e s : A plan for the lay-out or an IFC can be foun ^
h u s ^ T i s  flexible but inciudes all the necessary^facrlrtres ffo.^the
;----=ae preparation and distribution, die s u p e r v i s e ,  ~ £ '
' ' ’ t : „ medical s e r v i c e s , a_ recreational =-£q  -°-a m m m e n  ana water supply, mcc-Ltaxp  ^ 4«- fP if
>=™ Te^inq children, and a dining area ror au.endanuS, (
"  m „ V : nd £ — encant:: should not dine in the presence of children 
r i e i r ^ s l r S L  d l S  in the acute ward, however, children m  uh. 
-enan- building will be allowed in the dining area. ;
, - v. o” t in a residential centret — onci yo feeding snoula be ca— - - • 1-1  ^r_ rn „
.,..-1 - 1 1  f o e d s i ™  an essential part of the treatment. Where f 
1 1 ; ,  I t ;  ! t r v l s o n s  patients and/or staff cannot stay overnight 
f C : : - l ^ - . . niH rnot be considered Intensive Feeding. These day cjne
C e n t e r  l o u i d Sb Cea calied ^'—  ~~ - 'n'lt thev also aDDlv to treatPhocp no^s will discuss procedures fo. Ir- -ji 1 . ; i fppdinq““ ~ - j.;, — /op a suitaole treajnsnt reeaingnent feeding unless mentionea ouieiwise.
schedule is outlined in Annex XI.
C % ssio.n to Intensive F e e d i ng Centres
-■-ns are generally selected on clinical rather than anthropometric 
- F t r a c S c e a d m i s s i o n s  are usually less than 70% or standard weight 
* — v he 1 p s s  malnourished but. have scrae: or have oedema , CthcxS be - S i
iderlying illness which puts them at paiticular
B important that the medical personnel responsible for- hospital
- - - e c i a t e  the role of the IFC, i.e. they snould not sene a o d ^ i e c i a  _ _ . Dgod ia erir ward for the treatment ofralnourisnec chiia into t---p_-C— —  _ take
~  Host infections can be cured in a few aays but P E M m a y  taXe
reai
Fae:
pre:
Knee
one
, T-p« tn.rp seme underlying illness. For thistor, ct ons to an lit nave seme u n w c u j i  e -s '- a a u s o i o  _ cco .ial nrpTeribiv from a competent._cse medical supervision is essentia^, pr„_era~o y
ician .
c>old admitted to the IFC should be accompanied by an attendant, 
1  mother. Where there is no suitable relative availa.ee a 
I n t e e r  should be designated to attend the Genera v - y
V  member should be admitted but obviously whe_e -----------------------
- -nrpn especially ix Disast j
p-rad in the IFC,
■— -— q Sc he du les
to achieve maximum weight gain in as short a period as possible 
—  cr°er to “u  ________-I,-, Toeellv. this is a 3 hourly schedule
1-1-11 ~ ---- ~ -Ideally,
- - - • i.uQ 9/ unnrs Defied. The feedxng of sickleast 6 feecs curing the 14 houxs pe.xotx.
liidren demands cresr patience.
feeding schedule is essential.
.../5
? o
1 Xcal 
provee 
accsre
VI) .
inergy Foods are given which have the necessary amount of 
■ rauid growth. The "basis of the feeding is a High Energy 
a (HEM)&or K MIX II. Both these foods provide approximately 
:fter dilution. (Recipes and preparation instructions are 
Annex H a  Individual food requirements are calculated 
•olhe formula 150 Kcal Kg body weight/day. (See table Annex 
' aooetite is stimulated (usually alter 3"5 la7s) semi-solid 
meals can be introduced into the meals schedule. Emphasis
. s r the individuality of eacn case, and diets will va^j, (^.g.
or solid foods may b<
3_T}T} £;Tioe and i—io-P eranee ); ho wever
lib provia es addi t ional r ecipes ;
Tr t f^  - 3 - - -a £2, r* N m (resi<dent i al)
_ 1 — -v,.r (or V m i x ) 3 hcurly
c a.n. , 6 p.m. a5 > p.m.
r>- c:es ) 1 / 2 str ength fee
0f treatmem t . Poor app
of food taken for at le
rC ~£ at lee,st 42 hours i
xub e give diluted feeds
\n /*- j .ftsr ji-5 days : i.ntrod
initiated on day one according to 
schedules are to remain strict, (Anne.
for 3-5 days, 6 a.m., 9 a.n., 12.00 
( 1 2 midnight only in the most severe
hou: DO NOT FORCE FELL REEDS
p.m. HEM feed.
NOTE
crb b.
to t'
c _ 1 week: int:roduce rice, and soup
mid ge meal at m.idday. Give additio:
D CLnan as with K Ei fee ds.
‘ore discharge: Children should be
• wi t h e x t ra HEM twice /day. The 9 p
: c 0 ntinned at 1 ep x c ao u j days befor e di
r the r 1 an sugge sted in Annex 1 , i t
die ts desc ribed in a. and b. would
feed should be
would be expected that 
Wo -in p 'acute’ ward
house by diet d» prior to discrm^B •
cVinnl n hp inVO_.
the food, the washing-up and
play an active role in tile
lieihsr ana,h r attendant s shou d be vo!
the chii ---t- buX also in the ur euar 4-C~ uion oi
the cle of 4-he centre etc . They■ should
day T 0 da7' r'mn2 2.g of the centre noJ-0 the pas
attends —  3_1~_ C- ho suital ward.
6. C--- =— r isiorr of feeds
01 an in 
staff sh 
Khmer ar 
children
— is,on cf feeds is the most important function of ALL the soafx 
611 other activities should stop during feed times ar.c all 
-lid turn their attention to the feeding of their patients. 
:erdants should also he trained for this oash c^ nd 2 or 3 P2— 1CU
allocated to them for supervision.
7^---- - no of the IFC
• „ j_-„0 where PEM is corr.DlicatedMedrcal supervision is necessary in ^-ie - ____  r ^
v^ng disease as is the case in the Khmer Recugee c - p = . Goo- 
iS needed especially during the initiation of treatment 
li _■„£ dav to day tasks of the centre can be carried ou - Dy tain 
- h - C f  unde- th^suDervision of Khmer or expatriate meaical personnel 
other attendants should also be included in the wor, Cr
;uccested stuff allocution:
Dav Niqht
1 - Medical - Doctor- Nurses
1
3 2
2 . General Kitchen - Cook 2
-
- Assistants 6
13 Milk Kitchen - Cook 1
- As s i s tan ts 2
/ Wards - Attendants 10 3
7 1 (=>
-  8
C— - sta^f member should be designated as irC acsunistrator,  ^ ihpS.
then b; responsible for maintaining records -dering or : . r  
• S n r S d  eqnipment, allocation of staff etc. Oast or equipment to, XTC 
.- he found in Annex VII)
~ Z - n a t i o n
nS one of the most imDortant functions of the X F C . Staff and ~ is one Oi tne mu u * . IS TH£ BEST MEDICINE for— =houid constantly be reminded t a t  Fcou xx .nt
" “ T - E r i s h e d  child. For this reason mealtimes snould be the ^
Lrr.lrtar.t activities of the day and medical activities should be Discrete . .
and mothers should be encouraged to take part in all
---- , a..-„ -u^p meals Cooking times should oe used
-2specia_ay in the prepara i_. i - -  „ t \ he v a lue of the various ingredients,
is classes with discussions going on about m e  v_-u~
the methods of c o o king } e t c .
mnsri=s.b;."S s su irsur
v - l r S ' L S S  2  L "  2  Z S l * .
'2 Medical Care
, Z 7 ^ u ld be Given unleSS are absolutely essential. ’•
^  staff may waste considerable time m  giving
ion nas shown c-: nes instead of supervising intensive reding.ial and expensive mecii^neb i W L --aui s e t t;t~, cz. c: t: xm -
c;
= frissicr. each child should receive:
Fulldcse (200,000 i u ) vitamin A 
Curative dose cf anti-malarial medication
M , measles outbreak m  a feeding cer.i_^e Ca.** beMeasles vaccine \a . . re against
s , „ si-.-0ns T he immunization of patien t.s witn sever j
c*~’ _ e coon as their condition has Starred >-omeasles is a priority as soon as one—
i m o r o v e .)
:ese should be administered -<=> cf the medical
/ p r-) *> HO mn -> Q _
'OU'
irai .on daily
: car 1 v=e.-::
'. isti-helm!ntic (esp. Hookworm)
. . t e Wo p\tcjided it at ail oossible,HrtdC spectrum antibiotics should be avoia 3Gnilial -faction
:ney ere particularly aangerous h  a ch limited to treatment of
:onrncn in FEM. Treatment by antib iotics must N o u r i s h e d  children,
Identified infections. infection is '-ten mask-- -» is the
and hypothermia rataer than fever may be presen . 
antibiotic of choice in FEM.
2(1
- 9 -
— = -siurn rich, foods should be 
case of diarrhoea (which is^ 
c should be added tc tbs 9~ 
5- _in lOOmlof water; 5ml/kg
criv°n (especially bananas) particularly 
frequent during the first days)*-or Potassium^ 
or-K MIX II.' A bulk solution'can be prepared 
of body weight are given daily in divided
sicaaions
Dear:
Oth e
occurs in 10-20% of cases and usually takes place within t~- 
nfaction and dehydration are the major causes.
possible complications are.
3.) to qain v aiGn
, 7 x - a n d  do not Gainso— times ch ildren  f a i l  to respond . 0  t re a ^ .e n . ana 
“c- u ,, 'e . , . • , Ho>-o t Wor-e are two p o s s ib i l i t ie sw eight s a t is r a c t o n ly .  h _ u - . ~ - -  = , fe -d -
/ ) There i s  seme problem wi Ji 2 \ e  a ^ a a
(generally m e y  are — - ^
or else they are inadequate in quantify or
frequency)
(ii) There is a medical problem (e.g. an infection, worm infestation, tuberculosis, etc.) **~d -ca 
examination and/or naso-gastric feeding are 
indicated if there is no oedema loss or^weig-c 
aain after one week. In areas where cuoercu-osis 
is common, any malnourished child who does not 
gain weight satisfactorily despite a good dietary 
intake should be suspected of and trearea for
tuberculosis.
H woo th e m i  a
Malnourished children, particularly marasmic ones, tend to
have a low body temperature, especia y a n-9 • niaht
should be taken to ensure that the children are w r m  at ni.h , 
_ven though the air temperature may seem. tnc....iortat-y 9-  
II the staff. Mothers should be encouraged to hol^ their 
children close to their bodies at night. .....
c ; :evere anaemia
- aeria is often severe and car. deteriorate even if Is:---—  .  ^ n 7 upc>c tn severe cases, blooofor pem has been given for 1 or s we---  —  ^  ith
— Irsf-sicn is recommenced. Routine acmtistrauon °- -unv.it 
foiic acid is recommenced for the duration of the stay m  the 
centre to prevent acute deterioration,
c) fC tOSG intolerance
Profuse diarrhoea can in some regions, be — fate°. to
tole-ance to cow■ s oil* sugar (lactose). Most orarrnoeas, 
L v . h r .  are oaused not by lactose intolerance but by infection
2 il
- 10 -
If lactose into. ranee s suspected, c o n f i m a t i o n  should be
brained b;
ation be ;
,gain as c.e
.Z J.8.Ctose
2 yon XK W
d, a low-lactose diet can be 
If lactose intolerance is not
rirmea. m e r e  w  ---- .
ed diet as recommended, or two-hourly feedings of 2Gml/ g cn 
enqth milk based diet for a few days.
e) r.vooc 1 vcaemia (low blood g l u c o s e )
This is less common when feedings are given at regular intervals 
during the night. Oral (or, if necessary, intravenous) admini- . 
stration of a strong sugar (glucose, dextrose, or sucrose) 
solution will be effective almost immediately. This ^ust be 
followed by frequent oral feeds of sugar, or relapse ^ay occur.
discharge from the feeding centre are very frequent
 ^ sal =r.eiaoses
eel
(uo to 75% of^ ^  _  cases) unless the mother is admitted with the child
and has taken over the feeding of tube child herselr. Failure to 
educate the mother can make intensive feeding meaningless.
1 3
Do 
■i tv
iren suffering from PEM are very vulnerable to all infections.
Le boiled water should be available in large quantities (at 
^ct 20 litres oe>- person). Clean cooking utensils, measures,
; containers witn warm antiseptic (chlorine) or detergent solu- 
should also be available,
not reconstitute feeds in advance. Protect them from slies, 
sects, and dust
ihers should clean the child's feeding plate and Uuensirs 
=ry day
id-washing with soap is essential before feeding the child.- —
— np facilities should be provided for p a m a n t s  and s^aff ,
- -o latrine should be installed without consultation with the 
ITT. camo construction officer.
.../II
11
.1 c— a for discnarge
loss (Kwashiorkor) as a sign of recovery is usually after us-_r=t_>a -oso (. 1 _f veicjht due to exi--10 dz-re. oedema loss is accompanied by a -c^s o_ we g
^ i V r n  with PSM (Kwashiorkor patients after the Oedema loss>— Crcn v i m  -  ^ ^ (The standard weight■---ws m o w  a weight g a m  ot 8-^0g Fer -g P G - ' .
- f.cr_a_. normal-1-year-old child is lg per kg per day)
_____=ss must be assessed daily if possible or at least every 2-3
iav3f  Mothers should be given a careful explanation of the meaning 
_v,' which includes weight measurements.
t- is essential to stimulate the malnourished child as quickly as 
, 5irv-e they are always lethargic and inactive. a - sc— . a ^- n H Q ehonld he encouraged to move arojuusufficiently recovered he should oe Jicu- .cn n 1
and should be given every opportunity >-0 p 
.ivities at the centre.
e in play or other
• n f ^ ir C can. b0Cr-cs the children become noisy anc ene-^w -
to have done its job successfully.
A child should not be discharged frees the IFC unless:
a) free from obvious illness
V} alert and active
c j has a good appetite
c^ } -reining weignt
«. -j • 4. d (witii no oe d e m a )_  least 80% of standard weight -c~  1
15 -UD Cl children discharged from IrC
;very
re O'Cs
Up zc 
ce t£2 
to rs
■ V, discharged form an IFC are vulnerable to deterioration.
' c h „ Dt should be made to safeguard the chiloren from a suoaen 
m f c a l o r i e  intake. For this reason ALL children releasee rrem
r h h  be W e i r e d  to their nearest SFP with a referral ca-d. It - m m  ,-0 c.f 4-he reea ror rollov-______ c the staff or tne Sr? «re a.v=re c _ --------- _ ___
t g ;  l - h - e n  Becular weighing must be carried out ana any -  -
- — c---- " i. t^ t  T we mothers should oe aevisedi — - — ‘ 0n reoorted at once to tne ITC . r*.e —
-^y illness or change in the child's condition.
-i._„e on the management of the IFC or individual patients will' 
■Hhlahle from the IC?;S n u e i t i c a i s h ,  or ...— - « ---- u-
/12
rf
- 
O
? 2-0
16 . Etz.ffir.c- and sunervision of IFF personnel
aj i plan for the staffing of the IFP must be developed by 
the agency. This must be approved by the UNHCR nutrition
officer.
b) ~ = on agency operating an IFC shall designate an administrator 
for the IFC.
c) A schedule for increasing the involvement of responsibility 
f Khmer and/or Thai staff in the IFF will be developed by 
he agency and approved by UMHCR/lCRC.
d) The training and supervision of volunteers and Khmer and/or 
Thai staff is the responsibility of the agency working in the 
IFF.
e) A translator should be assigned to each centre to allow 
communication with expatriate personnel.
f) A designated representative of the agency involved in the
IFF must be present during all activities related to intensive 
feeding.
2-
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Plan for IPG
Recipes and food preparation instructions
Additional recipes, food preparation and 
instructions as submitted by Dr. S. N . 
Chaudliuri, C.R.S.
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Specimen Card
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ANNEX II
—^ arnr Milk Formula
=_) - - rfn Energy Milk
~~— --i- 7 ; Dried, skim milk 
Vegetable oil 
Sugar
lure ingredients for 
13 kept in a sealed 
~— • several days.
rrr”-a ^reniix is reconstituted usings
Prsa3  1 part : water 4 parts
The liquid milk should be served hot as the oil separates out.\
GTE: Where possible:
Potassium Chloride 52 g ) Should be added tc each kg of premia
magnesium Hydroxide 26 g j
a low lactose formula* The bulk of the protein 
coming from casein.
X II is reconstituted as follows:
1 00 g 
60 g
1 litre
Because food scales are not always available the f o l l o w i n g  con 
Tensions tc Volume may be helpful:
KKIX
Oil
Water
b) PPP3 II
Phis is 
— m3 ant
the premis are mixed together thoroughly, 
container, the premix can safely be Stored
parts by volume
i i it
S "
Preparing KMIX II
(using a cup wit 
Allowing for an
h a 250 ml. capacity)
average intake of 250 ml/child:
ANNEX II B
instructions currently in operation 
Khao I Dang, submitted by Dr. S. N.
'feeding Schedule
FOR CHILDREN LESS THAN 6 MO. OR EQUIVALENT
Chau in;
:ci_pes, preparations .end 
Intensive Feeding Ward,
(if over d mo)' . V- ^ '■
9 : 0 0 am Dpeast
Supplement v/ith Lactogen 60 to 120 cc
Orange juice (teach mother to squeeze juice into baby's 
mouth from orange section. Remove pits)
1 1 : 00 am Dr east
Supplement with Lactogen 
'Inset (sweeten with brown 
1 - 2  spoons full
2:00 j~ Dreast
Sunniement with Lactogen 60 to 120 cc
60 to 1 2 0 cc
sugar if desired) (if over 4 e o )
6 : 00 >r when awake)
nreas u
Supplement with Lactogen 60 to 120 cc 
Inset (sweetened v/ith brown sugar if desired) 
1 - 2  snoons full
3: -1 r\VJ electrolyte 100 cc
S : 00 nr ureast
Implement v/ith Lactogen 60 to 120 cc
Inset (sweeten with brown sugar if desired) (if over 4 mo) ; 
1 - 2  spoons full 
3 : 0 0 rn Breast
8:00 nrn Dreast
Implement with Lactogen 60 - 120 cc
12:00 nr Dreast ,
Implement with Lactogen - severe malnutritioned (or if awake
ADDITIONAL TIPS FOR 'FEEDING BABIES
1 . If bairn can't suck: A.
B .
Teacher her to do it
Express mother's milk and give to baby
2 . If burr doesn't tolerate
A.
B.
Lactogen try: 
Dumilk
Dilute Lactogen
If baby has continued diarrhea try:
A. egg yolk
B. banana
7j •
es with nipples are TABOO except in exceptional cases "because 
erilization (lack of) and other unsanitary conditions in camp
earing, use eye dropper or syringe or small end of spoon.
is a transition food to fill infant and prepare it for 
——- other foods. Give when child is not satisfied with 
but not ready to eat rice. Little food value. Given to 
—3 over 4 mo sad under 6 mo.
240 0
0600
0900
1100
1315
1 5 0 0
i?oo
2000
72*7
ANNEX II B
ZZEDIHG SCHEDULE 
XDZZH LESS THA!f 6 MO
ax av ahe 
L a c t o g e n  120 cc
Lacrogen 1 2 0 cc
Easel for those over 4 mo
L a c t o g e n  120 cc 
fecit juice
L a c t o g e n  120 cc
Kaset for those over 4 mo
L a c t o g e n  120 cc
ZLarvroljrie 1 2 0 cc
L a c t o g e n  120 cc
Zasei for those over 4 mo
L a c t o g e n  120 cc 
h a s c u l t s  for all
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AilNEX II I
I'ZZZirC- INSTRUCTIONS 
Regular Hilk
1 . Qf rGd cow milk powder 
cell 'water to make a pa.ste
2 ~--- sweetened condensed 
— - p-j;
* 2d enough wars water to make 
i e--r ~ bucket ol milk
2 curs vegetable oil 
6 cups E-MIX 
Hake a paste, then add 
A large dimers oi wa^er
Lac to men for babies under 6 mo
or si .1 enx
Lactogen 
wafer (warm)
intolerance o f Lac to s e
A e r r  water (warm
-an Milk for intolerance o:
r*. n o ■
.0 C ■
in a locked cupboard
to "b6 slVed ( 2  psr "bo o l 1 6 )
o.
3 curs water (warm)
7 il-:trclyte Mixture
2 large (or 8 small) packets 
1 large dipper of water
M.B. All war r must be boiled!
~ )c p full CUT)!
AUITEX ll B
WARD POLICY & 
TIPS POP VOLUNTEERS
Ye try to teach the mother to feed and to care for her 
child. To Lathe her child and keep her Led and Led
space clean.
Heir and teach the parent all you can —  Sut^do things 
icr her OITLY v/EEil SHE CAiPTCT DO Thai POP EFRSSLj !
the milk into the child is of Greatest Importance I 
Hell them, bribe them, force them. You could ask the 
nurse to put it in a tube. Be patient, Lut do get t e 
milk into them.
For children who vomit or can’t tolerate milk, we suggest.
- Change to Dumilk
- ~-crease the amount - may begin with 30 cc every l/2
o- ever less and gradually build up tolerance.
(Stomach may not be able to absorb milk because of
long absence of enzymes etc.)
_ jilute the milk
_ For vomiting give Plasil - 1 tsp 15 min. before feeding 
_ y_ niilk with melted biscuit - make a pudding
- Insert N.J. tube (by nurse only) if child is too weak or 
resists too much
Ic not give food or goodies to patients without checking wioh
she nurse in charge of feeding.

v_n
S3*
ANNEX VI
v O "* T'Tn c of* HEM at each meal denends on weight of the child. BeforeQ J- Vj - — — ^ ~ ^ are introduced this cam be based on the following table:
Food volume s reouired (if food provides IKCAL/ml)
(3 hound■■ feeds) e.g. KMIX II on HEM
Weight of child Vol/Energy Vol required Vol required Vol required
reauirement at each feed at each feed at each feed
4 feeds/day 5 feeds/day 6 feeds/day
np to 5 kg 750 Kcal/ml 200 ml 150 ml 150 ml
5. o~ 7 .5 -d 1 1 2 5  Kcal/ml 300 ml 250 ml 200 ml
7.5-10 kg 1 5 0 0  Kcal/ml 400 ml 300 ml 2 50 ml
10.0-12.5 1:r 1 8 7 0  Kcal/ml 500 ml 400 ml 300 ml
1 2 7 5  hg- 2 0 0 0  Kcal+ 500 ml- 500 ml-r 500 ml+
«2 2 *
ANNEX.VII
d Materials required for an intensive feeding centre
ent s )
Bed/rlatform/mats 100
200
4
QV, p 10
Weighing Scales (Salter) 3
Heigh- Stick 3
lane measures 3
xtegis usrs oJ
Cards (IF cards) 500
('Treatment cards) 500
Card clips 200
String 1
C u d s  (250ml) 200
Plates 200
Spoons 200
F o o d  scales 1
.MeasuzrLng jugs 2
.b u c ^ e ^ c x ar g e 10
- small 10
Water containers • 3r.r., ,• 5
S.noves (charcoal) 10
Scrushing "brushes 10
one per house 
one per house
Roll
(one per house)
The organisation for the management of the intensive feeding
o-granme is as follows:
UNHCR NUTRITION OFFICER
The nutrition officer shall he a nutritionist, dietitian or 
medical person trained or experienced in the operation of 
relief feeding programmes. This person will he a member of 
the UNHCR Kampuchean operations staff, not a representative 
of one of the voluntary organisations.
The nutrition officer shall he the final authority for all 
questions regarding suitability of foods, diets, recipes, 
organisation of feeding programmes, facilities and personnel 
in^the IFPS.
The nutrition officer shall he responsible for overall assess­
ment of the nutritional status and needs of the camps. Ee shall 
sfet up and implement the regular surveillance systems and shall 
conduct periodic briefings on his findings to the volags 
conducting the individual feeding programmes.
CUT? MEDICAL COORDINATOR: (iFP involvement)
In each camp, a medical coordinator will he designated by 
UNHCR or ICRC and will he a part of the camp administrative 
structure. The medical coordinator in each camp, will he 
responsible for seeing that all IFP's meet the UNHCR standards.
To do this, he will carry out periodic inspections of the 
ETC!s, their records, and their surveillance statistics. The 
medical coordinator will advise the nutrition officer of any 
problems in logistics, personnel or non-compliance by agencies with 
the standards in the IPP.
ITjTE IT TOE ADVISORY COMMITTEE (NAC)
A NAG shall be established to advise the UNHCR nutrition officer 
on matters relating to the conduct of the feeding programmes.
The committee shall be made up of representatives of the agencies 
involved in feeding within the camps the convenor shall be a
representative of UNICEF.
The NAG shall establish a subcommittee made up of representatives 
of the agencies involved in intensive feeding within the camps.=
NUTRITION ADVISORY COMMITTEE - INTENSIVE PEEPING SUBCOMMITTEE
C. ORGANISATION
i representative from each agency conducting intensive feeding 
services in the camps will be delegated by the agency involved 
to serve on the NAC Intensive Feeding subcommittee. The sub­
committee members will report to the NAC regarding status of 
IPCS and to exchange information between the individual 
intensive feeding centres.
2 1 ?
ADMINISTRATOR Or CAMP 1 7 C
One staff member of each TFC will be delegated as IRC 
administrator by the agency involved. He will be responsi­
ble for maintaining records, ordering of supplies and 
eouinment, allocation of staff, preparation and distribution 
of food within the IRC, hygiene in the IRC and overall 
function of the IRC to meet the standards. He will report 
reriodically to the medical co-ordinator any problems in 
logistics or personnel.
IRAD AGENCIES
The UNHCR shall designate a lead agency from among ohe camps 
to ~serve as the "model" agency for the delivery of intensive^ 
feeding services. All agencies in the camps offering intensive 
feeding shall duplicate the services, schedules and routines 
of the lead agency.
D. ROUTINE
r e e d i n g  Sch.ed~u.l6S
TVsch IFP shall conduct feeding schedules as set in the 
guidelines with the advice of the UNHCR Nutrition Office^ 
end the Cano Medical Coordinator. Strict adherence to 
feeding tines and routine cooking, cleaning and teaching 
schedules is emphasized.
Surve i11an c e
Zach IZP shall conduct the surveillance activities listed 
in the guideline on a monthly basis. A monthly^report 
~'Hall he compiled and forwarded to the camp medical co­
ordinator who will verify the reports if necessary. The* 
'.^^nato- will rrepare a summary for the entire 
camp on the IFP Periodic Form and present n  o^ ohe^nutrioion 
Officer.
Imnlementation Book.
This shall he recorded in the Policy and S oandards
h . JOB SPECIFICATIONS
le of Position: UNHCR Nutrition Officer
Supervisor: Chief ROKU
Subordinates: ICRC Medical Co-ordinator in each camp
Duties:
To ensure that all agencies in the camp meet the UNHCR 
feeding and nutrition standards in the basic rations, 
supplemental feeding;and school feeding. To ensure that 
the supplies necessary to maintain the standards are 
procured on a timely basis by preparing estimates of food 
needs present and potential for the procurement officer.
To provide the training necessary to ensure m a t  ^he 
medical co-ordinator and all agencies operating nutrition 
programmes are able to meet tne standards.
Responsibilities:
To monitor the nutrition status in each camp and to prepare 
a monthly summary of the nutritional status on the DNHCR 
Periodic Report Form. To periodically report on^the quality 
cf the foods being delivered in each of the feeding 
programmes. To co-ordinate between IFPs and SFPs as
recjuired.
Co-ordinate with:
ICRC medical co-ordinator in each camp, TOIHCR medical co­
ordinator, voluntary agencies in each camp involved with ITPs
Maintain communications with:
Nutrition Advisory Committee and intensive feeding sub 
committee of the NAC.
Maintain communications by:
Attendance at all jnAC meetings
